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Confidentiality of data in cloud machines is critical

Attackers

User Cloud machine



OS

Enclave

Many cloud providers leverage SGX for confidentiality

Remotely attest and 

transmit sensitive data

Cannot directly access 

even after OS compromise



SGX lacks features required by providers and users

OS

➢ Enclave usage billing

➢ Prevent malware loading

Side-channels

No side-channel defense 

against the OS
No secure orchestration:
providers rely on untrusted OS

Enclave



Waiting for CPU updates is not an option

OS

Enclave

Hypervisor
Rapidly deploy 

custom features

Requires narrowing 

the SGX threat model

➢ Uncertain
Side-channels known for 20 years

➢ Slow 
SGX1→SGX2 took 5 years



OS

Software frameworkHypervisor

Enclave

Can we realistically narrow the threat model?

Yes, for our specific use-cases

Standard SGX protection 

against hypervisor remain

No secure orchestration:
providers rely on untrusted OS

No side-channel defense

against the OS

Cloud

Provider



eOPF augments SGX features using a hypervisor

OS

Enclave

Hypervisor
eOPF

Protected services

Describe steps to take 

during enclave execution

Trap enclave events to 

instrument protected service

Cloud

Provider



❑ Creation

❑ Entry (or start)

❑ Exit (or stop)

❑ Deletion

eOPF has two requirements for hypervisor instrumentation

Hypervisor

1: Trap all enclave events

Critical events cannot be 

trapped natively by hypervisor

2: Co-locate enclave-eOPF

SGX remote attestation does 

not report location aspects

OS

Enclave

eOPF

Protected services

Remote user wants to know:

❑ Talking to an SGX enclave

❑ Enclave is on provider’s machine



OS

Software layer
eOPF

Enclave

starts

Enclave

Memory 

protection

Not executable

trap

OS

Enclave

eOPF

Enclave stops 

at interrupt

Enclave stops 

at syscall

Interrupt

interception trap
Single-step

debug traptrap

Hypervisors have several features to introspect general software execution

How to trap critical events?

Protected services Protected services



How to attest co-location?

OS

Enclave
Watermark

eOPF

Protected services

Securely decide 

watermark

Apply at creation

Verify watermark 

using SGX attestation

Cloud provider certificate

Hypervisors can mark co-located enclaves for verification with SGX attestation



eOPF enables two features using implemented services

OS

Enclave

eOPF

Cloud provider certificate

Protected services

No secure orchestration No side-channel defense

Secure orchestration service
➢ Runtime enclave usage monitor

➢ Load-time malware scanning

Side-channel defense service
➢ Efficient system resource 

isolation (e.g., for CPU caches)

Briefly discuss in this talk



Defending against side-channels with eOPF

➢ Side-channels arise due to the sharing of resources (e.g., CPU caches)

Partition system resources 
when enclaves start

Clear system resource
when enclaves stop

➢ Cache allocation techno.

➢ Hyper-threading control

➢ …

➢ WBINVD

➢ Software invalidation

➢ …

eOPF

Side-channel 

defense service

Features are correctly programmed at events



eOPF enables new features with high performance
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➢ Ran real-world programs with secure orchestration and side-channel defense enabled

➢ Transparently enables strong side-channel defense with a small runtime cost
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highly memory-intensive

Low overhead

Only 17%



Key takeaway from this talk!

OS

Enclave

eOPF

Protected services

Rapid custom extensions 

with high performance

Complement SGX

with a software framework

Strengthen protections 

against untrusted OS
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